
BLM screams “racism” when any black person is exposed for corruption, and if it’s
a female, then it’s “sexism” too

Description

USA: Yes, black lives definitely matter, even those of criminals. Still, there must be justice served up
for criminals, and it shouldn’t matter the color your skin, eyes, or baseball cap. In the latest shady
criminal activity by BLM (a.k.a. BLMGNF for Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation), a real
estate developer working for BLMGNF bought a Los Angeles mansion for $3.1 million, then flipped it to
BLM’s foundation for $5.8 million in cash (money that originated as donations to BLM) a few days later,
using a LLC for cover.

Now the co-founder of BLMGNF, Patrisse Cullors, is screaming racism and sexism charges at the
mass media complex for simply pointing out the shady deal and alleged criminal activity.

Apparently, it’s illegal now in America to talk about crimes committed by anyone who is Black or
female, especially if they are both. That would mean that everyone in jail and prison in America who is
Black and/or female should immediately be released based on the color of their skin and the
configuration of their genitalia.

Apparently it’s “racist” and “sexist” to expose where BLM 
donations went, because no Black person or woman can ever 
be guilty of anything anymore

If all Black people and women are always innocent of any crimes, then people who are transgender
can claim the same, so any man, even white dudes, can simply garner a wig and some makeup, “self-
identify” as a woman, or better yet, a Black woman, and can never be accused or convicted of any
crime, including money laundering of donations to a non-profit organization.

The reports about the shady BLM mansion purchase have been criticized as stemming from a “long
history of attacking black people,” according to BLM co-founder Cullors. Because Black people were
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slaves centuries ago, they must be entitled to every mansion in America right now. White people –
move out!

Rich people who are not Black are supposedly creating unsafe conditions for Black families by
publishing information about shady real estate deals conducted under the guise of BLM equal rights.
On Instagram, Cullors decried “It’s dangerous and we should all be trying to stop it, interrupt it, protest
it.” No longer is embezzling, money laundering, tax evasion, or price gauging a crime when it involves
a benefit for Black folks, according to BLM (Black laundering matters).

Cullors uses the mansion to film videos for her personal YouTube channel, but then deleted all the
videos when the news hit about the $3 million overnight profit made from the house flip. Nothing to see
here.

“Racist” media exposes $3 million profit made by BLM house 
flip made with donor funds and charity money

If White folks did this, they would already be in jail without bail. No question. It’s a reminder of the BLM
riots America had to tolerate for two years, where they committed burglary, armed robbery, arson,
rape, vandalism, and murder in the name of “equal rights” and restitution, and the mass media called it
“peaceful protests.” While peaceful white folks simply walked into the Capital on January 6th and are
still being held in the DC gulag without proper trials or representation.

Now BLMGNF wants to keep their shady business dealings top secret, and when the press gets a hold
of any of it, it’s all coined as “racist” and “sexist” news and personal attacks on Black folks.

BLMGNF received over $66 million in cash infusions just back in October of 2020, so they figured
nobody would notice a few million missing, especially if it got sunk into a 7-room Studio City mansion
where Black women run the show. Talk about the misuse of charities – this really takes the cake. It just
goes to show that when it comes to “equality” in America, black money laundering matters.

Tune your internet dial to ClimateAlarmism.news for updates about hypocrites and liars that support
BLM and global warming narratives, while blaming small businesses, racism, and bigotry for all their
problems.

Sources include: 

NaturalNews.com
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